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a b s t r a c t 
This work introduces a model-based, high-definition dynamic contrast enhanced (DCE) MRI for con- 
current estimation of perfusion and microvascular permeability over the whole brain. A time series of 
reference-subtracted signals is decomposed into one component that reflects main contrast dynamics 
and the other one that includes residual contrast agents (CA) and background signals. The former is de- 
scribed by linear superposition of a finite number of basic vectors trained from an augmented set of data 
that consists of tracer-kinetic model driven signal vectors and patient-specific measured ones. Contrast 
dynamics is estimated by solving a constrained optimization problem that incorporates the linearized 
signal decomposition into the measurement model of DCE MRI and then combining the main compo- 
nent with the background-suppressed, residual CA signals. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first 
work that prospectively enables rapid temporal sampling with 1.5 s (3 ∼ 4 times higher than clinical rou- 
tines) while simultaneously achieving high isotropic spatial resolution with 1.0 mm 3 (4 ∼ 6 times higher 
than routines), enhancing estimation of both patient-specific inputs and outputs for quantification of mi- 
crovascular functions. Simulations and experiments are performed to demonstrate the effectiveness of the 
proposed method in patients with brain cancer. 





































Dynamic contrast enhanced (DCE) magnetic resonance imaging
MRI) ( Sourbron et al., 2009; Dutoit et al., 2013 ) has been widely
sed in a clinical routine to investigate vascular structures and
unctions (perfusion, microvascular permeability) for pathological
issues in the presence of leakages from capillaries. Particularly in
he brain, it has become an essential tool to assess blood-brain-
arrier (BBB) leakages in tumors ( Roberts et al., 20 0 0 ), multiple
clerosis lesions ( Ingrisch et al., 2012 ), stroke ( Merali et al., 2017 ),
nd dementia ( Van De Haar et al., 2016 ). In DCE MRI, a time series
f three-dimensional (3D) T 1 -weighted images is typically acquired
o describe contrast dynamics (wash-in, a rise to a maximum peak,
ash-out) after intravenously administering T 1 -shortening contrast
gents (CA). The contrast dynamics in each voxel is reflected in
ime-varying MR signal intensities, which are then converted to
oncentration time courses of CA by utilizing linear relation be-∗ Corresponding author. 





361-8415/© 2019 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. ween concentration of CA and change of T 1 relaxation rate. A
racer-kinetic model ( Sourbron and Buckley, 2011; 2013 ), which
mploys a concentration time course in an arterial region as an
nput, is fitted to those in tissues of interest (output), revealing
ome of the following hidden parameters related to tissue perfu-
ion and microvascular permeability: plasma flow ( F p ), plasma vol-
me fraction ( v p ), permeability-surface area product ( PS ), and in-
erstitial volume fraction ( v e ). The F p is the flow of plasma into the
apillary bed, and the v p is the volume fraction inside the capillary
ed. PS indicates the flow of molecules through the capillary mem-
ranes in a certain volume of tissue and the v e is the fraction of
nterstitial volume that contained in a volume of tissue. In general,
 p and v p are regarded as perfusion parameters, while PS and v e 
re known as permeability parameters. In general, F p and v p are re-
arded as perfusion parameters, while PS and v e are known as per-
eability parameters. Accurate estimation of the perfusion param-
ters requires high temporal resolution to capture rapidly varying
ignal intensities during the first pass of bolus when CA remains
ostly in the blood stream. On the other hand, to precisely esti-
ate the permeability parameters, data acquisition is to be length-






















































































































t  ened to accommodate a slow uptake of CA into interstitial spaces.
Thus, to improve estimation of both perfusion and microvascular
permeability, DCE MRI requires a sufficiently long acquisition time
with high temporal resolution. 
Simplified tracer-kinetic models such as the extended
Tofts model ( Tofts and Kermode, 1991 ) and the Patlak model
( Hackstein et al., 2005 ) have been widely used for various clinical
applications, in which the former enables estimation of v p , the
volume transfer constant K trans (a mixture of F p and PS ), and v e by
assuming F p = ∞ (neglecting plasma transit time) while the latter
is a special case of the former and produces v p and K 
trans with
the following constraints: F p = ∞ and no backflux from interstitial
spaces. Despite the partial success of describing an uptake of
CA, a capillary transit time is neglected, which may not reflect
underlying tissue physiology in a real setting. Furthermore, the
strong constraints preclude concurrent estimation of F p and PS ,
leading to mixed information of perfusion and permeability. To
address this issue, complex models with four unknown parameters
( F p , v p , PS ’, v e ), which include the two-compartment exchange
model (2CXM) ( Brix et al., 2004 ), the tissue homogeneity model
(TH)( Simpson et al., 1999 ), the adiabatic approximation to the tis-
sue homogeneity model (AATH) ( St.Lawrence and Ting-Yim, 1998 ),
and the distributed parameter model (DP) ( Garpebring et al.,
2009 ), can be employed but require a highly defined uptake
curve of CA with high temporal resolution during data acqui-
sition ( O’Connor et al., 2007 ). It was shown in ( Kershaw and
Cheng, 2010 ) that a temporal resolution of at least 1.5 s is needed
to reliably estimate all perfusion and permeability parameters
with minimal bias. 
In all tracer-kinetic models of DCE MRI, two distinct time-
resolved signals need to be measured in an arterial region (in-
put) and tissues of interest (output), respectively. The arterial in-
put function (AIF), which estimates the concentration of CA in an
artery feeding the corresponding tissue of interest, exhibits rapid
contrast dynamics with time, while the output function changes
slowly due to a gradual uptake of CA in capillary plasma and
interstitial spaces. Thus, it is very important to precisely cap-
ture the two distinct contrast dynamics: rapidly varying AIF and
slowly varying output signals. Given the above signal characteris-
tics, dual resolution approaches in DCE MRI ( Jelescu et al., 2011;
Li et al., 2012 ) were recently introduced, in which the AIF was
measured using high temporal resolution and low spatial reso-
lution while the output function was sampled using low tem-
poral resolution and high spatial resolution. However, the mea-
sured AIF, which is sampled with low spatial resolution, poten-
tially suffers from partial volume effects ( van Osch et al., 2005 ),
corrupting the measurement of the rapidly-rising upslope during
the first pass of bolus and thereby resulting in erroneous param-
eter estimates. Additionally, contrast dynamics in tissues is typi-
cally quite slow, but is known to be substantially fast in tumors
due to high vasculature and rapid transfer between capillaries and
interstitial spaces ( Choyke et al., 2003; Jansen et al., 2008 ). Thus,
to estimate the two distinct contrast dynamics in arterial regions
and tissues of interest, high-definition DCE MRI with high spa-
tial and temporal resolution is needed. To address this issue, DCE
MRI was combined with parallel imaging and compressed sensing
for brain ( Lebel et al., 2014; Otazo et al., 2015; Guo et al., 2016;
2017 ), liver ( Feng et al., 2014 ), and prostate ( Rosenkrantz et al.,
2015 ) using high undersampling in k − t space and nonlinear re-
construction with sparsity priors. Among them, only a few stud-
ies ( Lebel et al., 2014; Guo et al., 2016; 2017 ) demonstrated the
feasibility of the whole-brain DCE MRI for tumor characteriza-
tion with prospectively enhanced spatial and temporal resolu-
tion: 0.94 × 0.94 × 1.9 mm 3 , 4.1 s in ( Lebel et al., 2014; Guo et al.,
2016 ); 0.9 × 0.9 × 1.9 mm 3 , 5.0 s in ( Guo et al., 2017 ). Neverthe-ess, as suggested in ( Kershaw and Cheng, 2010 ), temporal resolu-
ion needs to be further increased. 
Given the above considerations, in this work we develop a
odel-based, high-definition DCE MRI to enable concurrent es-
imation of perfusion and microvascular permeability over the
hole brain. A time-series of reference-subtracted signals is de-
omposed into: one component that reflects main contrast dy-
amics and the other one that includes residual CA and back-
round signals. The former is described by linear superposition
f a finite number of basic vectors trained from an augmented
et of data that consists of tracer-kinetic model driven signal vec-
ors and patient-specific measured ones. Contrast dynamics is es-
imated by solving a constrained optimization problem that incor-
orates the linearized signal decomposition model into the highly
ndersampled measurement model of DCE MRI with sparsity pri-
rs while combining the resulting main component with the resid-
al background-suppressed CA signals. To the best of our knowl-
dge, this is the first work that prospectively enables rapid tem-
oral sampling with 1.5 s (3 ∼ 4 times higher than clinical rou-
ines) while simultaneously achieving high isotropic spatial resolu-
ion with 1.0 mm 3 , (4 ∼ 6 times higher than clinical routines), en-
ancing estimation of both patient-specific inputs and outputs for
uantification of microvascular functions. Simulations and in vivo
xperiments are performed to validate the effectiveness of the pro-
osed method in brain cancer. 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 , we
ntroduce the notations used throughout the paper, and present a
easurement model in DCE MRI, a linearized signal decomposition
odel specific to DCE MRI, and a detailed algorithm on estimat-
ng contrast dynamics from incomplete measurements for quantifi-
ation of microvascular function parameters. In Section 3 , simula-
ions and experimental studies are described. Lastly, in Section 4 ,
iscussion and conclusion are presented. 
. Method 
.1. Notations 
Notations, which are used throughout the paper, are listed in
able 1 . Matrices, vectors, and scalars are denoted by boldface up-
ercase letters, boldface lowercase letters, and italics, respectively.
 and R denote a set of complex and real values, respectively. 
.2. Measurement Model in DCE MRI 
After intravenously injecting CA into the blood stream, a series
f time-resolved, CA-induced signal modulation, which represents
ontrast dynamics of interest, is captured voxel-by-voxel. The cor-
esponding measurement model in DCE MRI is described by: 
 l ( k , t ) = 
∫ 
c l ( r ) x ( r , t ) e 
− j k ·r dr + n l ( k , t ) (1)
here y l ( k , t ) is the measured DCE signal at the Fourier encoding
ndex k and the time t for the l th receiver coil; c l ( r ) is the spatially
arying coil sensitivity at the spatial position r for the l th coil that
s assumed to remain invariant with time; x ( r , t ) is the target signal
n the spatial and temporal domain, representing a desired, time-
arying DCE signal in each voxel; n l ( k , t ) is the measurement noise
or the l th coil with complex white Gaussian distribution. 
A DCE MR image at a specific temporal phase ( t ) in Eq. (1) is
olumn-vectorized by x t = 
[
x (r 0 , t) x (r 1 , t) . . . x (r N t −1 , t) 
]T 
. The en-
ire DCE MR image in the x − t space, X = 
[
x 0 x 1 . . . x N t −1 
]
, can be
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Table 1 
Notations and their Descriptions 
Notations Descriptions 
k , x , t k-space, spatial, and temporal domains, respectivelyt 
N , N t , N c , M Lengths of spatial, temporal, coil, and measured Fourier encoding dimensions, respectively 
Y ∈ C MN c ×N t Measured signal matrix in k-t space 
X ∈ C NN c ×N t Target signal matrix in x-t space 
X 0 ∈ C NN c ×1 Baseline signal matrix in x-t space 
X D ∈ C NN c ×N t Main DCE signal matrix in x-t space 
X B ∈ C NN c ×N t Residual DCE signal matrix in x-t space 
X B ∈ C NN c ×N t Background suppressed, residual signal matrix in x-t space 
U ∈ C T×r Spatial basis of X D with a rank of r 
V r ∈ C N t ×r Temporal basis of X D with a rank of r 
X P ∈ R N×N p Residual pre-contrast background signal matrix 
X E ∈ R N×N e Residual augmented background signal matrix 
U B ∈ R (N p + N e ) ×r Spatial basis of residual background signal matrix 
F u : C NN c ×N t → C MN c ×N t Undersampled Fourier encoding operator 
S : C N×N t → C NN c ×N t Coil sensitivity operator. 

















































































d  ritten in a Casorati matrix form by: 
 = 
⎡ 
⎣ x (r 0 , t 0 ) . . . x (r 0 , t N t −1 ) . . . . . . . . . 
x (r N , t 0 ) . . . x (r N , t N t −1 ) 
⎤ 
⎦ (2) 
here N is the total number of voxels in each temporal phase, and
 t is the total number of temporal phases. 
Given the Casorati form of the spatiotemporal signal repre-
entation in x − t space, measured signals in a specific tem-
oral phase ( t ) are correspondingly column-vectorized by y l,t =
 
y l (k 0 , t) y l (k 1 , t)) . . . y l (k M−1 , t) ] 
T 
where M is the total number
f Fourier encodings in each temporal phase; y l,t is subsequently
tacked in the temporal dimension column-wise, resulting in Y l =
y l, 0 y l, 1 . . . y l,N t −1 
]
; Y l is then put in the coil dimension row-wise,
ielding Y = 
[
Y 0 Y 1 . . . Y N c −1 
]T 
where N c is the total number of re-
eiver coils. With the measured matrix Y ( ∈ C MN c ×N t ) and the de-
ired target matrix X ( ∈ C NN c ×N t ), the measurement model of DCE
RI in Eq. (1) is then recast in a matrix form by: 
 = F u S ( X ) + N 
= E (X ) + N (3) 
here F u : C NN c ×N t → C MN c ×N t is the spatial Fourier encoding op-
rator with incomplete sampling ( M  N ) in k − t space; S :
 
N×N t → C NN c ×N t is the coil sensitivity mapping operator that per-
orms column-vectorization of coil sensitivity profiles in each coil
y c l = [ c(r 0 ) c(r 1 ) . . . c(r N−1 ) ] T , applies the Hadamard product be- 
ween c l and x t and stacks in the temporal dimension column-wise
y S l = 
[
c l  x 0 c l  x 1 . . . c l  x N t −1 
]
, and then puts S l in the coil
imension row-wise by S = 
[
S 0 S 1 . . . S N c −1 
]T 
; N is the noise ma-
rix; E : C N×N t → C MN c ×N t is the sensitivity encoding operator that
s equal to F u S . 
A spoiled gradient echo (GRE) MR pulse sequence, which en-
odes steady state signals by repeating radio-frequency pulses with
 uniform interval, is typically used in acquiring a time series of
CE data while intravenously injecting CA ( O’Connor et al., 2011 ).
ence, due to the steady state signal acquisition, temporal sig-
al modulation in DCE MRI results only from time-varying con-
entration of CA that subsequently produces changes in T 1 relax-
tion times for tissues of interest. Thus, the measurement model
n Eq. (1) can then be recast by employing a steady state signal
nd its corresponding temporal modulation as: 
y l ( k , t ) = 
∫ 
c l ( r ) ̂  x( r ) G(T 1 (r , t)) e − j k ·r dr + n l ( k , t ) 
(T 1 (r , t)) = 
sin α
(
1 − e −TR /T 1 (r ,t) 
)
1 − cos α e −TR /T 1 (r ,t) (4) here ˆ x(r ) is the steady state signal in each voxel; G(T 1 (r , t))
s the nonlinear temporal signal modulation resulting from time-
arying T 1 relaxation times; α is the flip angle of RF pulse; TR is
he time interval between neighboring RF pulses. However, it may
e difficult to find an optimal solution by minimizing data consis-
ency errors due to the nonlinearity with respect to T 1 ( t ) and the
otential scale mismatch between ˆ x(r ) and T 1 ( r , t ) as shown in
 Block et al., 2007 ). 
.3. Linearized Signal Decomposition Model 
Prior to injection of CA in DCE MRI, a set of pre-contrast ref-
rence can be constructed by employing either full sampling in a
ingle phase or interleaved sampling followed by averaging over
ultiple time phases. With varying concentration of CA, a time se-
ies of the reference-subtracted signal vectors is arranged column-
ise in a Casorati matrix form, which can then be separated into
ne matrix that reflects contrast dynamics in x − t space and the
ther matrix that contains residual background signals. Given the
bove considerations, the proposed signal model in DCE MRI is de-
omposed by: 
 X = X − X 0 = X D + X B + N (5) 
here R X is the reference-subtracted signal matrix; X 0 is the refer-
nce signal matrix that consists of time-invariant baseline vectors;
 D is the main matrix that contains CA induced signal variations
ith time voxel by voxel; X B is the additive matrix that denotes
esidual background signals other than CA induced signals. 
While CA in the blood stream flows into capillary plasma space,
ermeates into interstitial space, and then exchanges between the
wo spaces, signal intensities typically vary smoothly in a corre-
ated fashion with time. This implies that the row vectors in the
atrix X D can be described by linearly combining a finite set of
he right singular vectors of the matrix X D corresponding to large
ingular values in terms of singular value decomposition (SVD). To
nd the temporal basis, a set of training data is constructed, in
hich tracer-kinetic model driven signals are row-vectorized and
hen stacked row-wise with changing the following parameters:
 p , v p , PS , and v e . In this work, one of the four-parameter models,
CXM ( Khalifa et al., 2014 ), in DCE MRI is chosen as a tracer-kinetic
odel to include concurrent effects of perfusion and microvascu-
ar permeability on temporal signal evolutions. Signals in the cen-
ral region of k − t space, which contain main contrast dynamics,
re typically acquired with full sampling. Measured signals in the
orresponding central k − t space from each patient with brain
ancer are augmented to the tracer-kinetic model driven training
ata row-wise to reflect actual temporal signal patterns. Lastly,
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Fig. 1. A time series of the augmented training data in X T (a), a set of the corresponding basic vectors of the temporal basis in V r (b), and the corresponding singular values 







































































the tracer-kinetic model driven signal vectors are temporally read-
justed to reflect an actual bolus delay specific to each patient using
an intersectional time point of the most rapidly varying, measured
signal vector. The temporal basis is then calculated by performing
SVD on the training data matrix and taking a portion of the corre-
sponding right singular vectors by: 





SVD −→ U r r V H r (6)
where X T ( ∈ R T ×N t ) is the training data matrix consisting of the
tracer-kinetic model driven signal matrix ( X sim ) and the measured
signal matrix in the central portion of k − t space ( X meas ); T is the
total number of row vectors in the training data; U r ( ∈ R T ×r ) is the
unitary matrix that contains the left singular vectors corresponding
to the r largest singular values; r ( ∈ R r×r ) is the diagonal matrix
that contains the r corresponding singular values; V r ( ∈ R N t ×r ) is
the unitary matrix that contains the corresponding right singular
vectors, representing the desired temporal basis. X T , V r , and r are
graphically illustrated in Fig. 1 a–c. 
Given the linear basis, V r , as a priori, the proposed signal model
in Eq. (5) can be rewritten by decomposing X D into the two ma-
trices that contain spatial and temporal information, respectively,
as: 
R X = X D + X B + N 
X D = UV H r (7)
where U contains the spatial information of X D , which is comple-
mentary to V r , the temporal information of X D . In the presence of
the two distinct contrast dynamics, rapidly varying input signals
in an arterial region and slowly varying output signals in tissues,
the proposed low rank model, UV H r , in Eq. (5) may not capture de-
tails on the former signal pattern, depending on the rank r . As a
result, the additive matrix X B contains residual contrast dynamics
that is missing in X D as well as non-contrast background artifacts.
Thus, the proposed signal decomposition model in Eq. (7) is ad-
vantageous in that it provides a framework to recapture residual
contrast dynamics without apparent loss of information during re-
construction in the next section particularly in case the low rank
model in X D may broaden a profile of the AIF. 
2.4. Reconstruction of Contrast Dynamics from Incomplete 
Measurements 
In this section, we introduce a reconstruction framework of
contrast dynamics that incorporates the proposed, linearized sig-
nal decomposition model in Eq. (7) into the measurement modeln Eq. (3) while being formulated as a constrained minimization
roblem with multiple sparsity priors using the following objec-
ive function: 
 ( U , X D , X B ) = ||F t ( X D ) || 1 + λU || ψ(U ) || 1 + λB ||F t (X B ) || 1 
s . t . R Y = Y − Y 0 = E ( X D + X B ) 
X D = UV H r (8)
here F t : C N×N t → C N×N t is the temporal Fourier transform op-
rator; F t (·) denotes the sparse representation of the argument
n x − f space; ψ : C N×r → C N×r is the discrete wavelet trans-
orm operator; λU and λB are the balancing parameters that con-
rol sparsities among F t ( X D ) , ψ( U ), and F t ( X B ) ; R Y ( ∈ C MN c ×N t )
s the residual signal matrix in k − t space that is constructed by
ubtracting the baseline (pre-contrast) measured signal matrix ( Y 0 )
rom the measured DCE signal matrix ( Y ). Coil sensitivity maps in-
luded in the sensitivity encoding operator ( E ) are estimated using
he fully acquired baseline data, in which each coil k -space is low-
ass filtered and inverse Fourier transformed, and each resulting
oil image is then normalized by root-sum-of-squared combination
f all coil images. 
The objective function in Eq. (8) is reformulated into an uncon-
trained optimization problem using the associated augmented La-
range multiplier (ALM) function ( Boyd et al., 2011 ) with additional
alancing parameters by: 
 (U , X D , X B , 1 , 2 ) = J (U , X D , X B ) 
+ λ1 
2 











here 1 , and 2 are the Lagrange variables, and λ1 and λ2 are
he additional balancing parameters. Since multiple unknown vari-
bles are included in Eq. (9) , in this work a framework of the alter-
ating direction method of multiplier (ADMM) ( Wang et al., 2008;
oldstein and Osher, 2009; Lingala et al., 2011 ) is chosen to min-
mize the corresponding ALM function with respect to U, X D , and
 B , in which U, X D , and X B are estimated in an alternating fashion
hile retaining the other variables obtained in the previous step,
nd the Lagrange multipliers ( 1 and 2 ) are then updated at each
teration. Given the above considerations, the ADMM yields the fol-
owing separable subproblems and corresponding solutions for U,
 , and X at the (k + 1) th iteration step: D B 































Algorithm 1. Model-based reconstruction of contrast dynamics 
from incomplete measurements in DCE MRI. 
1. Task: Find X D , X B , and X by minimizing Eq. (9) 
2. Initialization: 
Iteration index: k = 1 
Error tolerance: ε
Maximum iteration number: K max 
Regularization parameters: λU , λB , λ1 , λ2 
step size: δU , δX D , δX B 
Initial solutions: U (0) = XV r , 
3. Reconstruction algorithm for contrast dynamics: 
Step 1: Update U , X D , X B , 1 , 2 using Eqs. (10–14) 
Step 2: Increase iteration index k 
Step 3: Stop if k > K max or 
|| X D (k +1) −X D (k ) || F 
|| X D (k ) || F 
≤ ε
4. Residual contrast dynamics with background suppression : 
Update X B by X B = (I − U M U H M ) X B using Eq. (17) 
5. Output : X D 









































t   
(k +1) = arg min 
U 
L (U , X (k ) 
D 
, X (k ) 
B 
, (k ) 
1 
, (k ) 
2 
) 
= arg min 
U 
λU ‖ ψ(U ) ‖ 1 + λ2 2 









U (k ) + δU λ2 
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X (k ) 
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= arg min 
X D 
L (U (k +1) , X D , X (k ) B , 
(k ) 
1 
, (k ) 
2 
) 
= arg min 
X D 
‖ F t ( X D ) ‖ 1 + λ1 2 





∥∥∥X D − U (k +1) V H r + 1 λ2 (k ) 2 
∥∥∥2 
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= F ∗t 
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(k ) + δX D λ1 E ∗
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+ δX D λ2 
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X (k ) 
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= arg min 
X M 
L (U (k +1) , X (k +1) 
D 
, X B , 
(k ) 
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λB ‖ F t ( X B ) ‖ 1 + λ1 
2 
∥∥∥R Y − E (X (k +1) D + X B ) + 1 λ1 (k ) 1 
∥∥∥2 
F 
= F ∗t 
(




X (k ) 
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+ δX B λ1 E ∗
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X (k +1) 
D 
− U (k +1) V H r 
)
(14) 
here δU , δX D , and δX B are the step sizes with iterations; F 
∗
t is
he adjoint operator of F t ; ψ ∗ is the adjoint operator of ψ ; S τ is
he soft thresholding operator that is equivalent to the proximal
perator of 	 1 norm by: 
 τ (z) = 
{
z(| z| − τ ) / | z| if | z| ≥ τ
0 otherwise 
(15) 
here τ is the thresholding value for S τ . Given U (k +1) , X (k +1) D 
nd X (k +1) 
B 
, the Lagrange variables are updated as shown in
qs. (13) and (14) . Iterations in the above ADMM method con-
inue with the following stopping criterion: 
∥∥X D (k +1) − X D (k ) ∥∥2 F ≤∥∥X D (k ) ∥∥2 F or k > K max where δ and K max are the predefined error
olerance and the maximum number of iterations, respectively. The
roposed model-based reconstruction of contrast dynamics from
ncomplete measurement is summarized in Algorithm 1 . 
.5. Capturing Residual Contrast Dynamics with Background 
uppression 
The low rank model in Eq. (7) may not be able to describe de-
ailed information on rapid contrast dynamics particularly in arte-
ial regions. In the proposed reconstruction framework, both resid-
al contrast dynamics and background signals are then captured in
he additive matrix X B . To restore residual contrast dynamics while
urther suppressing background signals, in this section a finite set
f basic vectors, which can represent only background signals other
han residual CA induced signals, is found under the assumption
hat background signals mainly result from motion-mismatch in-
uced signal differences between time frames. The corresponding subspace containing only non-contrast back-
round signals is learned from the following residual signal ma-
rix, X P = [ x 1 − x 0 x 2 − x 0 . . . x T p −1 − x 0 ] , consisting of difference
ectors between the reference and the measured T p dynamic im-
ges before the arrival of CA column by column. However, since
he residual signal matrix over T p phases before the first pass of
olus does not fully reflect motion-induced background changes
n the entire dynamic phase, it is extended to accommodate time-
arying information by emulating translational, rotational, and ran-
om motions. To this end, motion-emulated synthetic vectors,
hich are generated by performing voxel shifting, voxel rotation,
nd random rearrangement of neighboring voxels within a reason-
ble range, are subtracted from the reference and then augmented
o the measured matrix X P ( ∈ C N×N p ) in the column direction as
hown in ( Park et al., 2017 ). A basis of the background subspace
s then found by performing the SVD on the augmented, residual
ignal matrix by: 
 X P X E ] 
SVD → U B B V H B (16) 
here X E ( ∈ C N×N e ) is the residual signal matrix consisting of
otion-emulated synthetic vectors; U B ( ∈ C N×r ) is the left singu-
ar matrix that contains the spatial basis of background signals; B 
 ∈ R r×r ) is the diagonal, singular value matrix; V B ( ∈ C (N p + N e ) ×r ) is
he right singular matrix. 
Given the spatial basis of the background subspace, residual
ontrast dynamics can be separated from non-contrast background
ignals by projecting the matrix X B onto the subspace spanned by
he basic vectors in U B and then subtracting the projected matrix
rom X B as: 
 B = ( I − U B U H B ) X B (17) 
here X B is the matrix that contains background-suppressed,
esidual contrast dynamics; U B U 
H 
B 
is the projection matrix for back-
round subspace. Complete contrast dynamics is then constructed
y X D + X B . An overall reconstruction of contrast dynamics is sum-
arized in Algorithm 1 . Source codes and data in this work will be
vailable online ( http://misl.skku.edu ). 
. Experiments and Results 
To demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed, model-based
igh-definition DCE MRI in enhancing estimation accuracy of mi-
rovascular functions, simulations and experimental studies were
erformed in patients with brain cancer as follows: (1) Retrospec-
ive validation for high-definition contrast dynamics estimation,






















































































































k  (2) Quantitative comparison between high- and low-definition DCE
MRIs with varying spatial and temporal resolutions, and (3) Statis-
tical analysis on the effect of spatial and temporal resolution on
estimation of microvascular function parameters from the retro-
spective studies as well as on comparison between the proposed
method and conventional routine DCE MRI from the prospective
studies. 
3.1. Retrospective Validation for High-Definition Contrast Dynamics 
Estimation 
A time series of 3D whole brain DCE data was acquired in
5 patients diagnosed with brain cancer on a 3T whole-body MR
scanner (Skyra, Siemens Healthineers, Erlangen, Germany) using a
spoiled GRE MR pulse sequence. To achieve high temporal and spa-
tial resolution (1.5 s, 1.0 mm 3 ) in DCE MRI, each set of 4D data
in k − t space was vastly undersampled, in which phase encod-
ings in k y − k z space were performed in a pseudo-radial fashion
and then subsequently rotated with a golden angle (111.25 ◦) with
varying time phases as shown in ( Park et al., 2017 ). Hence, a large
portion of phase encodings in each data was prospectively skipped
in a different way with time during data acquisition, leading to a
very high reduction factor (R) ∼ 50. Phase encodings only in a
range of intermediate to high frequencies were then shared over
three neighboring time phases to reduce signal leakages. Asym-
metric sampling (70%) was applied in the readout direction to
decrease T ∗2 effects. Imaging parameters were: time-of-repetition
(TR)/ time-of-echo (TE) = 3.18/1.1 ms, flip angle = 15 ◦, matrix size
= 192 × 192 × 144 , readout bandwidth = 650 Hz/Px, number of
phases = 170, and total imaging time = 4.5 min. Additionally, vari-
able flip angle imaging ( Deoni et al., 2005 ) was performed using
2 ◦, 8 ◦, and 15 ◦ to estimate a reference T 10 map. All imaging proto-
cols were approved by the Institutional Review Board, and written
informed consents were obtained from all patients. 
To investigate the effectiveness of the proposed method in DCE
MRI with error analysis, a set of DCE images without apparent
artifacts, which is available from the proposed reconstruction, is
chosen as a reference, and then Fourier transformed to produce
a fully sampled data in k − t space. The reference image is uti-
lized to evaluate relative performance of reconstruction strategies,
which has been often used in other literatures ( Lingala et al., 2011;
Zhao et al., 2012; Park et al., 2017 ). The fully sampled DCE data in
k − t space are retrospectively under-sampled using a new sam-
pling mask while retaining the same spatial and temporal resolu-
tion as the reference, yielding a new set of DCE data. 
A set of DCE images was generated using zero-padded in-
verse FT ( Fig. 2 a), image difference between the reference and
the zero-filled reconstruction ( Fig. 2 b), main contrast dynamics
( X D ) ( Fig. 2 c), residual CA signals with background artifacts ( X B )
( Fig. 2 d), background-suppressed residual contrast dynamics ( X B )
( Fig. 2 e), combined contrast dynamics ( X D + X B ) ( Fig. 2 f), a final
reconstructed DCE image ( X 0 + X D + X B ) ( Fig. 2 g), and (image dif-
ference between the reference and the final reconstructed image
( Fig. 2 h). The normalized, root-mean-square-error (nRMSE) is cal-
culated by: 
nRMSE = 1 







X Ref ,i − X Rec ,i 
)2 
(18)
where i is the pixel index, X Ref, i is the reference image, and X Rec, i 
is the reconstructed image. Incoherent aliasing artifacts in Fig. 2 a
and b are substantially reduced in Fig. 2 g and h. The nRMSE with
zero-filled reconstruction is 68% higher than that with the pro-
posed method. Most of CA signals appear in Fig. 2 c while a low
level of CA and background signals is observed in Fig. 2 d. It isoted that background signals in Fig. 2 d are further suppressed in
ig. 2 e (dotted arrow) while residual contrast dynamics in Fig. 2 d
s kept in Fig. 2 e (solid arrow). Signal time courses in an arterial
egion ( Fig. 3 a) and a tissue of interest ( Fig. 3 b) were correspond-
ngly plotted. X D + X B describes arterial peak signals more clearly
han X D ( Fig. 3 a), while X D + X B and X D appear nearly identical in
stimating relatively slowly varying contrast dynamics in a tissue
f interest ( Fig. 3 b). 
The effect of the low rank model on signal time courses in ar-
erial and tissue regions was investigated with r = 3, 8, 15, and
0 ( Fig. 4 ). In the AIF ( Fig. 4 a), signal time courses are: largely un-
erestimated with r = 3, well described with r = 8 and 15, and
ubstantially noisy with r = 30. Likewise, in the output function
 Fig. 4 b), signal time courses remain nearly identical with r = 8,
5, and 30 while being largely deviant with r = 3. r = 8 was cho-
en in this work. 
The effect of the regularization parameters in Eq. (8) on image
econstruction was investigated by calculating nRMSEs with vary-
ng λU and λB ranging between 1 and 12. Reconstruction errors
ere the lowest with λU = 5 and λB = 7 while gradually increasing
s λU and λB deviate from the optimal value ( Fig. 5 a). λU and λB 
ere set to 5 and 7, respectively. The other parameters were em-
irically set as follows: λ1 = 1 , λ2 = 2 , δU = 1 . 0 e −7 , δX D = 1 . 0 e −6 ,
nd δX B = 1 . 0 e −7 . Additionally, nRMSEs were calculated with sev-
ral sets of δU , δX D , and δX B with increasing iterations to demon-
trate convergence behavior of the proposed method. nRMSE was
onverged after roughly 20 ∼ 30 iterations with the above chosen
alues of δU , δX D , and δX B ( Fig. 5 b). A typical image reconstruc-
ion time was roughly 12 h for each set of data (Xeon CPU 3.2 GHz,
2 GB memory). 
To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method in
stimating the contrast dynamics, a set of DCE images were re-
onstructed from the retrospectively undersampled data using the
roposed method. To compare with the proposed method, k − t
PCA ( Otazo et al., 2015 ), and k − t SPARSE-SENSE ( Feng et al.,
013 ) were implemented off-line using the MATLAB programming
nvironment with publicly available software. Compared with k −
RPCA and k − t SPARSE-SENSE, the proposed method yields bet-
er suppression of background noise and artifacts with superior de-
iction of structures (enlarged figures in the yellow dotted boxes)
nd the lowest nRMSE among all comparison methods without ap-
arent noise and artifacts in Fig. 6 a and b. Corresponding concen-
ration time courses of CA in an arterial region and a tissue of in-
erest were shown in Fig. 6 c and d, respectively. Arterial peak sig-
als are underestimated in k − t RPCA and k − t SPARSE-SENSE
hile the proposed methods capture the signal evolution more
etter compared with the reference ( Fig. 6 c). Moreover, a satura-
ion level of concentration time courses in a tissue of interest is
nderestimated in k − t RPCA and k − t SPARSE-SENSE while the
roposed method is estimated relatively accurate as compared to
he reference ( Fig. 6 d). 
Quantitative maps of perfusion and microvascular permeabil-
ty ( F p , PS, v p , v e ), which result from the proposed method, k − t
PCA, and k − t SPARSE-SENSE, were then generated ( Fig. 7 ). To
his end, signal time course estimates in both arterial regions (in-
ut) and brain tissues (output), which reflect contrast dynamics,
ere converted to concentration time courses in corresponding
egions by exploiting the linear relation between concentration
f CA and change of T 1 relaxation rate with the pre-defined T 10 
 O’Connor et al., 2011 ). The AIF was manually measured in a re-
ion of the internal carotid artery. Given both the AIF and out-
ut functions, perfusion and permeability maps were estimated us-
ng nonlinear least squares fitting with the 2CXM mode ( Ahearn
t al., 2005; Kargar et al., 2018 ). Compared with k − t RPCA and
 − t SPARSE-SENSE, the proposed method estimates apparent bet-
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Fig. 2. DCE images reconstructed using: zero-filled inverse Fourier transformation (a), the difference image between the reference and the zero-filled image (b), the proposed 
method with main CA signals (c), residual CA signals (solid arrow) and backgrounds (dotted arrow) (d), residual CA signals with background suppression (e), combined CA 
signals (f), a final reconstructed DCE image (g), and the difference image between the reference and the final reconstructied image (h). Note that arterial CA signals in (f) are 
better estimated with higher signal intensity than those in (c). Additionally, background signals in (d) are well suppressed in (e). 
Fig. 3. Signal time courses in DCE MRI for arterial input function (a) and output function (b). Note that X D + X B estimates a rapidly varying arterial concentrations better 
than X D alone (brown solid arrow) while both X D + X B and X D are nearly identical in describing slowly varying output function. 
Fig. 4. The effect of the low rank model on signal time courses in an arterial region (a) and a tissue of interest (b) with varying r . Note that signal time courses with r = 3 









1  er perfusion and permeability values in brain cancer tissues (yel-
ow dotted boxes) in part due to relative accurate depiction of both
he input and output functions as compared to reference in Fig. 6 c
nd d. And the nRMSE with the proposed method remains the low-
st level compared with k − t RPCA and k − t SPARSE-SENSE. .2. Quantitative Comparison between High- and Low-Definition DCE 
RI 
Since the high-definition reference data (temporal resolution:
.5 s, spatial resolution: 1.0 mm 3 ) is available, multiple sets of low-
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Fig. 5. The parameter sensitivity of the proposed method to λU and λB with increasing λU = [1,12] and λB = [1,12], respectively (a) and the convergence behaviors (b). It 
is noted that the nRMSE of the optimal parameters λU = 5 and λB = 7 leads to the lowest nRMSE. And the nRMSE was converged after roughly 20 ∼ 30 iterations with the 
parameters δU = 1 . 0 e −7 , δX D = 1 . 0 e −6 , and δX B = 1 . 0 e −7 . 
Fig. 6. Comparison of DCE images (a, b) and concentration time courses (c: AIF, d: tissue output function) reconstructed using the proposed method, k − t RPCA, and k − t
SPARSE-SENSE. Note that the proposed method (Input region: nRMSE = 2.91 e −2 , Output region = 2.37 e −2 ) yields better suppression of incoherent aliasing artifacts and noise 
than k − t RPCA (Input region: nRMSE = 4.57 e −2 , Output region = 5.81 e −2 ) and k − t SPARSE-SENSE (Input region: nRMSE = 7.28 e −2 , Output region = 8.89 e −2 ). Furthermore, 






















definition data were emulated with varying resolution to investi-
gate the corresponding effect on the accuracy in estimating con-
trast dynamics and microvascular function maps. 
To investigate the effect of temporal resolution on estimation
of contrast dynamics and corresponding perfusion and permeabil-
ity maps, a time series of the high-definition DCE data was shared
over neighboring phases to emulate varying temporal resolutions
with 1.5, 4.5, 7.5, and 10.5 s while holding spatial resolution at
1.0 mm 3 . Fig. 8 represents concentration time courses in two re-
gions of interest: an arterial region (red dotted circle) ( Fig. 8 a)
and a cancerous tissue (blue dotted circle) ( Fig. 8 b). With de-reasing temporal resolution, an early portion of the AIF is grad-
ally broadened while its peak signal intensity is lowered. Accord-
ngly, an initial upslope of the output function in the cancerous
issue is reduced. It is noted that in overall an initial portion of
oth the AIF and output functions is heavily affected with vary-
ng temporal resolution. Fig. 9 shows perfusion and permeability
aps with varying temporal resolution. As temporal resolution is
ecreased, F p and PS are gradually underestimated, while v p and
 e remain identical. It is noted that F p and PS are microvascu-
ar function parameters sensitive to temporal resolution in DCE
RI. 
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Fig. 7. Quantitative comparison of perfusion ( F p , v p ) and permeability ( PS, v e ) maps with the proposed method, k − t RPCA, and k − t SPARSE-SENSE. Note that the proposed 
method yields higher perfusion and permeability values in brain cancer tissues particularly with F p and PS than k − t RPCA and k − t SPARSE-SENSE in part due to the highly 
defined input and output functions as shown in Fig. 6 c and d. And the proposed method remain the lowest nRMSE among the comparison methods in all perfusion and 
permeability maps as compared to the reference. 
Fig. 8. AIF (a) and tissue output functions (b) reconstructed using the proposed 
method with varying temporal resolution (1.5, 4.5, 7.5, and 10.5 s). Note that an 
upslope portion of the input and output functions is gradually underestimated with 



























o  The effect of spatial resolution on estimation of contrast dy-
amics and corresponding perfusion and permeability maps was
nalyzed by emulating DCE data with varying in-plane spatial res-
lution ( 1 × 1 mm 2 , 2 × 2 mm 2 , 3 × 3 mm 2 , and 4 × 4 mm 3 )
hile maintaining temporal resolution at 1.5 s. A through-plane
esolution was set to 1.0 mm. To this end, zero-filling was per-
ormed on the high-definition reference data for the peripheral re-
ion of k y − k z space depending on the emulated spatial resolu-
ion, and the zero-filled data were then low-pass filtered and in-
erse Fourier transformed. Fig. 10 represents concentration time
ourses in an arterial region (red dotted circle) ( Fig. 10 a) and a can-
erous tissue (blue dotted circle) ( Fig. 10 b). With decreasing spatial
esolution, in the AIF an early portion of the concentration time
ourse that includes a peak region is gradually underestimated but
ts later portion remains similar. On the other hand, in the output
unction for the cancerous tissue, an initial upslope remains nearly
dentical despite varying spatial resolution while its later portion
radually saturates to a lower level. It is noted that with varying
patial resolution an initial portion of the AIF and a later portion
f the output function are heavily affected. Fig. 11 shows perfusion
nd permeability maps with varying spatial resolution. Although
patial resolution is decreased, F p , PS , and v p seem to remain sim-
lar except that v e are gradually underestimated. It is because the
orresponding tissues contain necrosis (low concentration), edema
low concentration), and highly perfused region (high concentra-
ion) with a certain level of heterogeneities. Thus, a saturation level
f concentration is heavily affected with lowering spatial resolution
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Fig. 9. Comparison of perfusion and permeability maps in the proposed method with varying temporal resolution. Note that with decreasing temporal resolution, F p and PS 
are gradually underestimated while v p and v e remain nearly identical, suggesting that F p and PS are the microvascular function parameters sensitive to temporal resolution. 
Table 2 
Scan parameters for the conventional and experimental high-definition whole-brain 
DCE MRI. 
Conventional Proposed 
TR 2.85/1.1 3.18/1.1 
Flip angle (deg) 15 15 
Matrix size 144 × 144 × 40 192 × 192 × 144 
FOV 20 × 20 × 12 20 × 20 × 19 
Temporal resolutions (s) 4.8 1.5 
Spatial resolutions (mm 3 ) 1 . 3 × 1 . 3 × 3 mm 3 1 . 0 × 1 . 0 × 1 . 0 mm 3 
Time frames 60 170 






































f  due to partial volume effects, which lead to substantial underesti-
mation of the interstitial volume. 
Two separate sets of DCE data were prospectively acquired in
30 patients with brain cancer using the proposed, high-definition
DCE MRI (1.5 s, 1.0 mm 3 ) and conventional routine DCE MRI (4.8 s,
1.3 × 1.3 × 3.0 mm 3 ) for comparison. Imaging protocols are sum-
marized in Table 2 . The first set of data was acquired using con-
ventional routine DCE MRI, while roughly two weeks later the sec-
ond set of data was acquired using the proposed method before
surgical operations. In conventional routine DCE MRI, a time se-
ries of DCE data was obtained using the TWIST sampling scheme
( Laub and Kroeker, 2006 ) in which k-space was divided into low
and high spatial frequency regions and signals in the two regions
were then acquired in an alternating fashion. To speed up conven-ional data acquisition, signals in k-space were undersampled in
he phase encoding direction and then shared among three neigh-
oring phases. DCE images were then reconstructed by general-
zed auto-calibration ( Griswold et al., 2002 ). Fig. 12 compares the
roposed method with conventional routine using a pair of DCE
rain images ( Fig. 12 a), concentration time courses in an arte-
ial region ( Fig. 12 b) and a cancerous tissue ( Fig. 12 c), and per-
usion and permeability maps ( Fig. 12 d). Compared with conven-
ional routine DCE MRI, the proposed method yields sharper delin-
ation of brain structures as well as highly defined AIF and output
unctions. Accordingly, quantitative maps in the proposed method
xhibit higher values in overall than those in conventional routine
CE MRI, implicating that cancerous tissues are highly perfused
nd permeable. 
.3. Statistical Evaluation 
A two-step statistical analysis was performed on DCE data ac-
uired in 30 patients with brain cancer. The first step is to statis-
ically evaluate the effect of resolution on quantitative maps from
he retrospective studies, while the second one is to statistically
ompare the proposed method with conventional routine DCE MRI
rom the prospective studies. For all statistical comparisons, SPSS
2 software (SPAA, Inc., Chicago, IL) was employed. 
To evaluate the effect of temporal resolution on quantification
f microvascular functions, F p , PS, v p , and v e in cancerous tissues
rom all patients were calculated with the following four tempo-
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Fig. 10. AIF (a) and tissue output functions (b) reconstructed using the proposed 
method with varying spatial resolution (1 × 1 × 1 mm 3 , 2 × 2 × 1 mm 3 , 3 × 3 ×
1 mm 3 , 4 × 4 × 1 mm 3 ). Note that with decreasing spatial resolution, an arterial 
peak in the input function and a saturation level of concentration time courses in 





























Fig. 11. Comparison of perfusion and permeability maps in the proposed method with 
gradually underestimated, suggesting that v e is the microvascular function parameter senal resolutions: 1.5, 4.5, 7.5, and 10.5 s as shown in Figs. 9 and 13
. Mean microvascular function parameters among the above four
emporal resolutions were compared using the repeated measures
nalysis of variance (ANOVA) with a p -value of 0.05. A p -value
or the sphericity assumption was found. With violation of the
phericity assumption, the Greenhouse-Geisser correction was ap-
lied. As post hoc analysis, pairwise comparison of mean microvas-
ular functions between two temporal resolutions was performed
ith the repeated measures ANOVA with Bonferroni adjustment.
o evaluate the effect of spatial resolution on quantification of mi-
rovascular functions, F p , PS, v p , and v e in cancerous tissues from
ll patients were calculated with the following four spatial resolu-
ions: 1 × 1 × 1 mm 3 , 2 × 2 × 1 mm 3 , 3 × 3 × 1 mm 3 ,
 × 4 × 1 mm 3 as shown in Figs. 11 and 13 b. Mean microvas-
ular function parameters among the above four spatial resolutions
ere statistically compared the repeated measures ANOVA with
 p -value of 0.05, and pairwise comparison between two spatial
esolutions were performed using corresponding post hoc analy-
is with Bonferroni adjustment. Lastly, mean microvascular func-
ion parameters between the proposed high-definition DCE MRI
nd conventional routine DCE MRI were statistically compared us-
ng the repeated measures ANOVA with Bonferroni correction us-
ng a p -value of 0.05. 
In all statistical analysis, the sphericity assumption is violated
 p  0.05). The repeated measures ANOVA with the Greenhouse-
eisser correction is then performed. First, the effect of temporal
esolution on F p and PS is statistically significant ( p  0.05), while
he effect of temporal resolution on v p and v e is not significantvarying spatial resolution. Note that with decreasing spatial resolution only v e is 
sitive to spatial resolution. 
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Fig. 12. Comparison of DCE images (a), input (b)) and output (c)) functions, perfusion and permeability maps (d) between the proposed high-definition DCE MRI and 
conventional routine DCE MRI. Note that compared with conventional DCE MRI the proposed method yields sharper DCE images (a), highly defined input and output 
functions (b, c), and improved microvascular function parameters (d). 
Fig. 13. Mean and deviations of microvascular function parameters for statistical analysis with varying temporal (a) and spatial (b) resolutions. Boxes denote the 25–75 


















F  with p = . 88 and p = . 76 , respectively. Post hoc comparison shows
that mean F p difference between 1.5 s and the others is statisti-
cally significant ( p  0.05), but mean F p differences in the following
pairs, 4.5–7.5 s, 4.5–10.5 s, and 7.5–10.5 s, are not significant with
p = . 43 , p = . 36 , and p = 1 . 00 , respectively. Mean PS difference be-
tween 1.5 s and the others is statistically significant ( p  0.05), but
mean PS differences in the following pairs, 4.5–7.5 s, 4.5–10.5 s, and
7.5–10.5 s, are not significant with p = . 95 , p = . 26 , and p = . 86 ,
respectively. Second, the effect of spatial resolution on F p , PS , and p is not statistically significant with p = . 06 , p = . 14 , and p = . 07 ,
espectively, while the effect of spatial resolution on v e is statisti-
ally significant ( p  0.05). Post hoc comparison shows that mean
 e difference between 1 × 1 × 1 mm 3 and the others is statisti-
ally significant ( p  0.05), but mean v e differences in the following
airs, 2 × 2 × 1 mm 3 − 3 × 3 × 1 mm 3 , 2 × 2 × 1 mm 3 −
 × 4 × 1 mm 3 , and 3 × 3 × 1 mm 3 − 4 × 4 × 1 mm 3 are
ot significant with p = . 26 , p = 1 . 00 , and p = 1 . 00 . Lastly, mean
 p , PS , and v e differences between the proposed method and con-
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Fig. 14. Mean and deviations of microvascular function parameters for statistical analysis with the proposed and conventional method. Boxes denote the 25–75 percentiles; 








































































































a  entional routine DCE MRI are statistically significant ( p  0.05),
ut mean v p difference between the two methods is not significant
ith p = . 36 ( Fig. 14 ). 
. Discussion and Conclusion 
Within our knowledge, this is the first work that demonstrates
he feasibility of high-definition whole brain DCE MRI in measur-
ng both patient-specific AIF and output functions with high pre-
ision (temporal resolution: 1.5 s; spatial resolution: 1.0 mm 3 ) and
ence enabling concurrent estimation of perfusion and microvas-
ular permeability for brain cancer. In this work, it is assumed that
 time series of DCE images consists of the following three compo-
ents in an order of temporal correlations (strong-to-weak): sta-
ionary backgrounds, time-varying CA signals, and sporadically oc-
urring irregular signals with time. Signals in the first two compo-
ents remain identical or smoothly vary with time in a correlated
ashion to a certain extent, while those in the third component
ainly result from irregular subjection motions and appear tempo-
ally uncorrelated. The proposed, model-based high-definition DCE
RI makes the best of the characteristics of the above three com-
onents, which are well reflected in the objective function of the
roposed constrained reconstruction. That is, in Eq. (8) , station-
ry backgrounds are included in R Y ; temporal correlation of CA
ignals is implicitly denoted in the low rank matrix factorization,
V H r ; motion induced incoherent signals appear in X B and are then
electively represented in U B U 
H 
B 
( X B ) of Eq. (17) . It is noted that
he proposed reconstruction framework, which combines the lin-
arized signal decomposition with the undersampled measurement
odel in DCE MRI, is inherently well suited to compressed sensing
nd parallel imaging strategies, enabling highly sparse encodings
hile traversing a maximum possible distance in k y − k z space to
chieve high spatial and temporal resolution. 
Brain cancer is typically characterized by high vasculature and
igh permeability due to abnormalities in the endothelial layer
 Jain, 1990; Daldrup et al., 1998 ), resulting in rapid transfer be-
ween capillaries and interstitial spaces. Hence, a sampling rate in
CE MRI for brain cancer is, if compared to other applications such
s multiple sclerosis, stroke, dementia, etc, to be further pushed
o capture contrast dynamics without apparent loss of informa-
ion particularly in a wash-in portion during the first pass of bolus.
oreover, contrast dynamics in arterial regions is much faster with
 larger variance than that in cancerous tissues. To take this issue
nto account, from the perspective of DCE measurements tempo-
al resolution during data acquisition should be high enough to
recisely sample a rapidly varying portion of arterial signal time
ourses. 
To enhance the fidelity of reconstructed CA time courses to DCE
easurement data, the rank r in Eq. (7) needs to be increased
hile the regularization parameters, λU and λB in Eq. (8) are to be
ecreased, though noise is amplified. Due to the tradeoff between
econstruction accuracy and noise amplification, r, λU , and λB are
o be properly chosen as shown in Figs. 4 and 5 . It is also notedhat CA induced signals may not be captured partially in X D de-
ending on the values of the above balancing parameters. However,
n the proposed mathematical framework of image reconstruction,
A signals are distributed in both X D and X B . In other words, dur-
ng the alternating minimization process, CA signals, which are po-
entially missing in X D , can be subsequently restored in X B and
hen refined in X B by exploiting that the basic vectors in U B , which
onstruct non-contrast features related to signal discrepancies be-
ween time phases, do not span a subspace that contain residual
A signals. Thus, the signal leakage problem of CA in the proposed
ethod is alleviated by combining main and residual contrast dy-
amics components ( X D + X B ). 
Given the above considerations, it is important to precisely de-
ne the AIF for quantification of microvascular functions. In con-
entional DCE MRI, the AIF is found by either measuring an arte-
ial concentration time course directly in patients (patient-specific
IF) or simulating it indirectly with population averaged models
simulated AIF) ( Parker et al., 2006 ). However, it is in practice diffi-
ult to measure the AIF because in conventional DCE MRI temporal
esolution is readily negotiated with spatial resolution. Although
he dual resolution approaches ( Jelescu et al., 2011; Li et al., 2012 ),
hich utilize low spatial resolution with high temporal resolution
or the AIF and high spatial resolution with low temporal resolu-
ion for the output function turn out to be effective in capturing
ontrast dynamics in arterial regions, they are still prone to errors
n estimating the AIF due to partial volume effects as shown in
ig. 9 . Instead, the AIF can be derived from nonlinear signal mod-
ls and corresponding fitting procedures using a training group of
atients, while being applied to a test group of patients. Neverthe-
ess, since high-definition data in conventional DCE MRI have been
n general not available, the simulated approach typically employs
ow-definition DCE data for the nonlinear fitting process, which
ay not sufficiently reflect contrast dynamics in arterial regions.
hus, the proposed, model-based high-definition DCE MRI would
rovide benefits in directly measuring the patient-specific AIF with
mproved estimation of arterial contrast dynamics as well as in re-
ning the simulated AIF with high sampling. 
The proposed method is a two-step approach consisting of in-
erpolation of missing signals in k − t space followed by tracer-
inetic model based estimation of microvascular functions. The
revious works in DCE MRI including ( Feng et al., 2014; Otazo
t al., 2015; Rosenkrantz et al., 2015; Lingala et al., 2017 ), fall in
his category. The proposed method is similar to all previous works
n that it employs both inter-channel and spatiotemporal corre-
ations to efficiently reconstruct missing signals from incomplete
easurements. The proposed method differs from ( Feng et al.,
014; Rosenkrantz et al., 2015 ) in that the former enforces CA sig-
als in the time dimension to lie in a subspace that can be con-
tructed by only a finite number of basic vectors (low rank model
ased highly compressible representation) while containing sig-
als with high fidelity to tracer-kinetic models. In ( Otazo et al.,
015 ), DCE images in x − t space are decomposed into station-
ry component (low rank) and contrast dynamics (sparsity). How-
















































































































ever, since CA signals vary in a correlated fashion to a certain ex-
tent, contrast dynamics information appears partially in station-
ary components or is lost. Unlike ( Otazo et al., 2015 ), in the pro-
posed method stationary features are eliminated using the ref-
erence as a pre-processing step. Only time-varying information,
which includes contrast dynamics and mainly motion-mismatch
induced background signals, is then separately modeled and re-
constructed. From the perspective of the low rank modeling of
contrast dynamics in DCE MRI, the proposed method is similar
to ( Lingala et al., 2017 ) though the former deals with CA-driven
MR signal time courses while the latter models concentration time
courses. However, unlike the proposed method that captures com-
bined contrast dynamics in X D + X B , the low rank approach in
( Lingala et al., 2017 ) may not fully describe rapid patient-specific
AIF, potentially yielding erroneous microvascular function maps.
On the other hand, one-step approaches ( Dikaios et al., 2014; Guo
et al., 2017 ), which incorporate a specific tracer-kinetic model into
the measurement model in DCE MRI and produce quantitative mi-
crovascular function maps directly from k − t space without im-
age reconstruction, have been recently introduced. However, de-
pending on pathological tissues, a different tracer-kinetic model
is to be selected, and the one-step approaches may need to be
correspondingly optimized. Additionally, in case a different tracer-
kinetic model needs to be applied voxel-wise due to spatial vary-
ing tissue environments, the two-step approaches with flexible se-
lection of tissue-adaptive tracer-kinetic models would be preferred.
In conclusion, we successfully demonstrated the feasibility of
the proposed, model-based high-definition DCE MRI in brain can-
cer for concurrent estimation of perfusion and microvascular per-
meability. It has been difficult to achieve this aim due to limita-
tion of spatial and temporal resolutions in conventional DCE MRI.
On the other hand, the proposed method is computationally com-
plex and demanding, requiring 20 to 40 iterations to converge with
high accuracy. This computation problem may be alleviated using
accelerated parallel computing platforms (multi-CPU and GPU) for
smooth translation of the proposed method to a clinical routine.
Nevertheless, due to high definition of both the patient-specific
input and output functions, the proposed method is expected to
widen its clinical utilities to other pathological diseases that ac-
company blood-brain-barrier leakages, although it remains to be
clinically validated in a large group of patients. 
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